ROYAL JOH. ENSCHEDÉ

Lake Image inspects the next generation of barcoded postage stamps for Deutsche Post at Royal Joh. Enschedé
Royal Joh. Enschedé (RJE) is among the most historic businesses in The Netherlands. In 1703,
Izaak Enschedé and his son, Johannes, opened a small book printing shop in Haarlem, and laid the
foundations for a business that has evolved into a globally recognised printer of banknotes,
stamps and security documents.
Throughout its long history and rich heritage, RJE has remained true to its founding principles to
offer the highest levels of operational excellence with an uncompromising commitment towards
quality, adding value and innovation. Together with business agility and a technologically driven
approach, these were the supporting pillars to RJE’s continued success, and this was clearly
evident in its recent pursuit to print the next generation of postage stamps for Deutsche Post.

CUSTOMER PROFILE
• Established in 1703, Royal Joh. Enschedé
is a world-renowned printer of
banknotes, postal and tax stamps,
certificates, visas, and other security
documents

• Based in Haarlem, The Netherlands,
Royal Joh. Enschedé has a wide range of
clients including national banks,
government and postal authorities, and
in finance, entertainment and food
sectors
BUSINESS CHALLENGES
• To print over 2 million postage stamps
per day incorporating a variable data
matrix code for Deutsche Post

• To read and grade all matrix codes
printed on sheets containing 90+
stamps, by a Domino K600i inkjet
printer. Divert any sheets with errors
TRACEABLE POSTAGE STAMPS

CHALLENGES
RJE considered a number of options to overprint
the matrix code onto offset-printed stamps,
based on equipment availability. The Domino
K600i inkjet printer mounted on their Mabeg MSP
Sheet Feeder quickly became the obvious choice
as it provided the throughput, the print quality at
600dpi and the flexibility RJE needed.
Ensuring that every code was present, readable
and accurate was a little trickier as Frank
Uitendaal, Operations Team Lead at RJE
explained. “Our preferred layout was to print the
matrix codes onto 90 stamps per sheet. But then
each code had to be barcode graded and if it
failed to read or fell below a grade A, then the
whole sheet had to be diverted. In addition, we
also had to maintain a database of all good and
discarded codes in order to report back to
Deutsche Post. We had a legacy camera
inspection system that could do the job, but this
was on our Gremser line, which was constantly
being utilised.”
This meant that RJE would have to resort to a
two-step process; one to print the matrix codes
on the Mabeg line and then to load these sheets
onto their Gremser to do the inspection.
“This was far from ideal as this would tie up 2
sets of equipment and operational staff and so
would impact our production throughput and
efficiency. Also, moving work from one
equipment to another could introduce errors
which we wanted to avoid,” said Leibbrandt.
It was clear that RJE needed a separate inline
camera inspection system on their Mabeg line,
immediately after the Domino K600i inkjet
printer. This inspection system would need to be
capable of reading and grading every matrix code,
triggering a divert on an error and then
outputting a report that RJE could use to create
the all-important manifest file for every job run.

• Existing two step process to print on the
Mabeg line and inspect on a Gremser
line was inefficient and could potentially
lower job integrity & quality

• Produce an output file which RJE could
use to create a manifest file for each
batch.
SOLUTION SUMMARY
• Implemented DISCOVERY Multiscan3
incorporating an 8K linescan camera
system, inline on a Mabeg sheet feeder,
immediately after the Domino K600i
inkjet printer running at speeds over
2000 sheets/hr.

• DISCOVERY Multiscan3 verified and
barcode graded every matrix code on a
sheet. If a code could not be read or fell
below an ISO grade A, the whole sheet
would be diverted

• At the end of the run, DISCOVERY
Multiscan3 created an output file which
RJE used to generate the manifest file for
each batch.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
• DISCOVERY Multiscan3, together with Domino’s
K600i inkjet printer technology, has delivered a winning
combination of speed, quality and process integrity to
satisfy a set of challenging business requirements

• Inline, real-time inspection has increased RJE’s
operational efficiency and production throughput, whilst
improving stamp layout flexibility with minimal effort

• Increased efficiency and productivity have allowed RJE
to become more competitive, win additional business
and has given them the perfect technology platform for
future business growth.

“

BY IMPLEMENTING THE LAKE IMAGE
SOLUTION INLINE ON THE MABEG HAS
MEANT THAT WE ONLY NEED ONE OPERATOR
FOR THIS APPLICATION, SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPROVING OUR OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY.
ALSO, WE ARE NOW ABLE TO INCREASE OUR
THROUGHPUT AND TAKE ON MORE WORK
WITHOUT IMPACTING OUR EXISTING
PRODUCTION SCHEDULES,”
Frank Uitendaal, Operations Team Lead
Royal Joh. Enschedé

